
 

 

IMP QUESTIONS of PC++ [3330702] 

1. What is OOP? How OOP differs from POP? OR Give the Difference between 
POP and OOP. 
 
Object Oriented Programming is programming language that represents concepts of     
objects and class. 

Procedure Oriented 
Programming(POP) Object Oriented Programming (OOP) 

Emphasis  is  on  doing  things 
 

Emphasis is on data rather than procedure 
 

Main focus is on the function and procedures 
that operate on data 

Main focus is on the data that is being 
operated 

Top Down approach in program design Bottom Up approach in program design 

Large  programs  are  divided  into     
smaller programs known as functions 

Large programs are divided into classes 
and objects 

Most of the functions share global data 
 

Data is tied together with function in the 
data structure 

Data moves openly in the system from    one 
function to another function 

Data is hidden and cannot be accessed by  
external functions 

Adding of data and function is difficult Adding of data and function is easy 

Concepts  like  inheritance,  polymorphism, 
data encapsulation, abstraction, access are 
not available. 

Concepts like inheritance, polymorphism, 
data encapsulation, abstraction are  
available and can be used easily 

Examples: C, Fortran, Pascal, etc… Examples: C++, Java, C#, etc… 
 
 
 



 

 

2. Describe memory management operators in C++.  OR  
Explain following operator with example. 1) new 2)Delete    OR   
Explain new and delete operators with suitable example.   OR  
Explain memory allocation of objects in C++.   

 

 For dynamic memory management, C++ provides two unary operator ‘new’ and ‘delete’. 

 An object can be created by using new, and destroy by using delete, as and when required. 

 Dynamic allocation of memory using new 

Syntax of new : 

pointer_variable = new data_type; 

Here pointer_variable is a pointer of any data type. 
The new operator allocates sufficient memory to hold a data object. 

The pointer_variable holds the address of the memory space allocated. 

Example: 

  p=new int;  
 
We can combine declaration and initialization. 

  int *p=new int;  
We can dynamic allocate space for array, structure and classes by new. 

            int *p=new  
  int[10]; 

Allocates a memory space for an array of size 10. 

 Release memory using delete 

When a data object is no longer needed, it is destroyed to release the memory space for 
reuse. 

Syntax of delete:   
   delete pointer_variable; 
The pointer_variable is the pointer that points to a data object created with new. 

Example: 

   delete p;  



 

 

 
To free a dynamically allocated array 

delete  [size]  pointer_variable;  

delete [10] p; 
 

3. Explain structure of C++ program with example. 
 C++ is an object oriented programming language. 

 It is a superset of C language and also called as extended version of C language. 

 It was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup at AT&T Bell lab in New Jersey, USA in 1980’s. 

 Structure of C++ program is as follow: 
 

 
             Include Files 

 
Class Declaration or Definition 

 
Member functions definitions 

 
               Main function 

 
 Include Files: 

It is used to access the library function with are defined inside the header file. 
The most commonly used header files are iostream.h, conio.h, stdlib.h. 

 Class Declaration: 
It contains the declaration of class. In which the data members and member 
function are declared. 

 Member function definition: 
In this section, we can write the definition of the member function which are 
declared inside the class declaration.  

 main( ) function: 
It the function from where the execution of the C++ program is start. In C++, by 
default the return type of the main function is integer. 

 
 
 



 

 

4. Explain scope resolution operators with example. 
 The scope resolution operator is used to resolve or extend the scope of variable. 

 C++ is block structured language. We know that the same variable name can be used to 
have different meaning in different block. 

 The scope resolution operator will refer value of global variable from anywhere (also from 
inner block).  

 Without scope resolution operator all variable will refer local value. 

 Example: 
#include<iostream.h> 
 int m=10; 
 void main() 
 { 

   int m=20;  
  cout<<"m="<<m<<"\n";         
  cout<<"::m="<<::m<<"\n";   
  getch(); 
} 
Output: 
m=20 
::m=10   

 
5. Explain Inline member Function in C++ with suitable example OR  

Explain inline functions with its limitations. OR  
What do you mean by inline function ?  
 The functions can be made inline by adding KEYWORD inline to the function definition. 

 An inline function is a function that is expanded in line when it is invoked. 

 The complier replaces the function call with the function code. 

 Inline function saves time of calling function, saving registers etc. 

 Preprocessor macros of C is similar to inline function but they are not really functions. So 
usual error checking is not possible. 

 If function has very few lines of code and simple expressions then only it should be used as 
inline otherwise behave as normal function. 

 



 

 

 In some cases inline function is not working like, 
1. If a loop, a switch , goto exists, 
2. If function is not returning any value or contains static variables. 
3. If it is recursive. 

 Example: 
inline int cube(int n) 
{ 

return n*n*n; 
} 
int main() 
{ 

int c; 
c = cube(10);  
cout<<c; 

} 
 

              Function call is replaced with expression  
              So,        c = cube(10);  
              Becomes      c =10*10*10; at compile time. 
 
6. Explain the process of defining members inside and outside the class with 

suitable example  OR  
Describe the mechanism of accessing data members and data functions in the 
following cases:  
a) Inside the main() function [this is outside the class] 
b) Inside the member function of the same class. [this is inside the class]  
OR   
How to make outside function inline. 
 Member function definitions can be defined in two places: 

1. Outside the class definition 

2. Inside the class definition 

 

 



 

 

1. Outside the class definition : [MOST IMP] 
• We can define Member functions outside the class also. 
• Their definitions are very much similar to normal functions. 
• They should have a function header and a function body. 
• Member functions have a membership label in the header that tells the compiler 

which class the function belong to. 
• Syntax of member function definition outside the class: 

return-type class-name :: function-name(argument list) 
{ 

function Body 
} 

Example: 
void student :: getdata ( ) 
{ 
 cout<< “Enter the no. :”; 
 cin>> no; 
 cout<< “Enter Name:”; 
 cin>>name; 
} 

2. Inside the class definition: 
• Whenever we replace the function declaration by the actual function definition 

inside the class then it is called the member function definition inside the class. 
• Example: 

class student 
{ 
  int no; 
  char name[20]; 
 public: 
  void getdata( ); 
  void putdata( ) 

{ 
   ---- 

} 
}; 

• When a function is defined inside the class it is treated as an inline function. 



 

 

7. Explain call by value and call by reference with suitable example. 
Passing by value (Call by value method) 
Passing by reference (Call by reference method) 

     1.Call By Value: 
 When a function is called using the value of variables then it is known as call by value. 
 The values of the actual parameter do not be modified by formal parameter. 
 In this method, all the process done on the duplicate variables rather than actual 

variables. 
 Example: 

void swap(int,int);   // function declaration 
swap(a,b);    // function call 
void swap(inta, int b)  // function definition 
{ 
 int temp; 
 temp=a; 

a=b; 
b= temp; 
cout<<”After swapping value of a<<a; 
cout<<”After swapping value of b<<b; 

} 
     2. Call by Reference: 

 When a function is called using the Reference variable then it is known as Call by 
Reference method. 

 Reference variable creates alias for variables. 
 So no waste of memory. 
 Example: 

 void swap(int * ,int * );       // function declaration 
 swap(&a, &b);        // function call 
 void swap(int *x,int *y)      // function definition use Reference variable 
 { 

int temp; 
temp  = *x; 
*x =*y; 
*y = temp; 

 } 
Here, variable x and y are reference variable of variable a and b. 



 

 

 
Return by Reference: 

 A function can also return a reference. 
 Example: 

int & max(int & , int &); 
void main() 
{ 
 int a=10, b=20,m; 
 m = max(a,  b); 

cout<<”Maximum nos:”<<m; 
} 
int & swap (int &x, int &y) 
{ 
 if( x > y ) 
  return x; 
 else 
  return y; 
} 
Here, function returns reference to x or y (not value) and return type is int&. 
 

8. Explain Function Overloading with suitable example. OR  
How function overloading takes place. Demonstrate it with suitable example . 
 Overloading means to use the same thing for different purpose. 

 C++ allows overloading of functions. 

 Definition: “When multiple functions with same name are used for different task and 
purpose it is known as function overloading”. 

 Compiler Differentiate it by, 
 Different no of arguments 
 Different types of arguments  
 Different return type 

 Example: Area of  shape is defined as 
float area(float r);  //area of circle 
float area(float l, float b); //area of rectangle 
 



 

 

 Example: 
#include<iostream.h> 
Using namespace std; 
Const float pie=3.14; 
float area(float r)  //function to compute area of circle 
{ 
 return(pie*r*r); 
}    
float area(float 1,float b)   //function to compute area  of rectangle 
{ 
 return(l*b); 
} 
void main() 
{ 

float r,l,b; 
cout<<”Enter radius:”; 
cin>>r; 
cout<<”Enter length and breadth:”; 
cin>>l>>b; 
cout<<”Area of circle=”<<area (r)<<endl; 
cout<<”Area of rectangle=”<<area(l, b)<<endl; 

} 
 

9. Explain private member function with example.   

 We define data members as private and function member as public.  But in some cases we 
require to declare function as private. 

 Definition: “A function declared inside the class's private section is known as "private 
member function".” 

 It is allowed to access within class only. 

 Example:   
 

class test 
{ 
  private: 
   int   r,area; 
   void getdata()  //Private function 



 

 

   { 
    cin>>r; 
   } 
  public: 
   void putdata( ) 
   { 

area = 3.14  * r  * r;    
    cout<<area;    
   } 
}; 
void main( ) 
{ 
 test   t1; 
     t1.getdata(); 
     t1.putdata(); 
} 
 
Here, we cannot access getdata() function outside test class, because it is private. 

10. Explain static data members and static function with suitable example. OR 
     Explain static data member with suitable example. OR  
     Explain static member function with suitable example. 

 
     Static Data Member 

 Characteristics of Static data members: 
1. It is initialized to zero when the first object of its class is created.  
2. Only one copy of a static variable is created for entire class 
3. Static members are declared inside the class and defined outside the class. 
4. It is visible only within the class but its lifetime is the entire program. 

 Syntax:  
  data-type  class-name:: variable-name= value; 

where, the value is optional. 

 Example1: 
int item :: count; 

          where, item is the class-name and count is the static data member. 



 

 

 
 Example2: 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class item 
{   
int code; 
 static int count; 
public: 
  --------- 
--------- 
}; 
int item::count; 
void main() 
{ 
 --------- 
--------- 
} 
 

        Static member functions: 

 Static member functions are associated with a class, not with any object. 

 Invoked using class name 

 Access only static members of the class. 

 They cannot be virtual. 

 They provide encapsulation. 

 A static member function does not have this pointer. 

 Syntax:  

   class-name :: function-name; 

 Example : 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class test 
{ 
 int code; 



 

 

 static int count; 
 public: 
  void setcode( ); 
  void showcode( ); 
  static void showcount( ) 
  { 
   cout<<"Count : "<<count<<endl; 
  } 
}; 
int test::count; 
void main( ) 
{ 
  -------- 
  test::showcount( ); 
  -------- 

         test::showcount( ); 
  -------- 
} 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Object a 

100 

Object b 

200 

Object c 

300 

3 

       count 



 

 

11. Explain function with default argument passing with suitable example OR  
 Explain Default Argument with example.  
 Default values are specified when the function is declared. 

 We must add default arguments from right to left. 

 We cannot provide a default value to a particular argument in the middle of an argument 
list. 

 Default arguments are useful in situations where some arguments always have the same 
value.  

 Example: 
#include <iostream>  
void f(int a=0,  int b=0) 
{ 

cout<< "a= " << a << ", b= " << b<<endl; 
} 
int main() 
{ 

f(); 
f(10); 
f(10, 99); 
return 0; 

} 
Output:  a=0 , b=0  
 a=10 ,b=0  
 a=10, b=99 

 

 For Example, passing marks. 

 Legal and illegal default arguments  [for explanation] 

 void f(int a, int b, int c=0); // legal 
 void f(int a, int b=0, int c=0); // legal 
 void f(int a=0, int b, int c=0); // illegal 
 void f(int a=0, int b, int c); // illegal 
 void f(int a=0, int b=0, int c=0); // legal 

 

 



 

 

12. What is constructor? Explain types of constructors with example.  
 A Constructor is a special member function whose task is to initialize the objects of its 

class. 

 Its name is same as the class name. 

 The constructor is invoked whenever an object of its associated class is created. 

 It is called constructor because it constructs the values of data members of the class. 

 Example: 
class point 
{ 
  int a; 
 public: 
  point ( ) 
  { 
   a = 0; 

 } 
}; 

 To call the constructor of the above example, we have to create an object of the class 
integer.  

 Example:     point  p; 

 

 Constructors are of three different types: 

 
 1. Default Constructor (No Parameter Constructor) 

o It is the constructor which doesn't take any argument. It has no parameter. 
o A default constructor is important for initialization of object members. 

 
 2. Parameterized Constructor  

o The constructor which can take the arguments that is called as parameterized 
constructors. 

o It follows all properties of the constructor.  
o It takes parameters to initialize the data. 

 



 

 

 3. Copy Constructor 

o It is a constructor which copies the object of class into another object of same class.  
o It is used to initialize one object from another of the same type. 
o It Copy an object to pass it as an argument to a function. 
o It Copy an object to return it from a function. 

 

 Example: 
class point 
{ 
 private: 
  int x; 
  int y; 
 public: 
  point( )                //default constructor 
  { 
   x=0; 
   y=0; 
  } 
  point(int x1,int y1)  //parameterized constructor 
  { 
   x=x1; 

y=y1; 
  } 
  point(point&  p)  //copy  constructor 
  { 
   x=p.x; 

y=p.y; 
  } 
  void putpoint( ) 
  { 
   cout<<”x= “<<x<<”y= “<<y<<endl; 
  } 
}; 
void main( ) 
{ 
 point p1; 



 

 

 p1.putpoint( ); 
 point p2(5,7); 
 p2.putpoint( ); 

point p3(p2); //Using copy constructor   // implicit call 
 p3.putpoint( ); 
} 
Output: 
x= 0 y=0 
x= 5 y=7 
x= 5 y=7 
 

13. Explain parameterized constructor with example. OR  
 Demonstrate use of parameterized constructor with suitable example.   
 The constructor which can take the arguments that is called as parameterized 

constructors. 

 It follows all properties of the constructor.  

 It takes parameters to initialize the data. 

 The parameterized constructor is called by two ways: 
1. Implicit calls 
2. Explicit calls 

Example of implicit call is           point p2(5,7); 
   Where, p2 is the object name of the class point.  

Example of explicit call is            point p1 = point(5,7); 

 Syntax: 
class class-name 
{ 
    private : 
     data Members; 
    public: 
     class-name(variables)  

{ 
        // Constructor code  
     } 



 

 

    //... other Variables & Functions 
}; 

 Example: 
 class point 
{ 
 private: 
  int x; 
  int y; 
 public: 
  point( )                //default constructor 
  { 
   x=0; 
   y=0; 
  } 
  point(int x1,int y1)  //parameterized constructor 
  { 
   x=x1; 

y=y1; 
  } 
  void putpoint( ) 
  { 
   cout<<”x=“<<x<<” y=”<<y<<endl; 
  } 
}; 
void main( ) 
{ 
 point p1; 
 point p2(5,7); 
 p1.putpoint( ); 

p2.putpoint( ); 
} 

 
Output: 

x=0 y=0 
x=5 y=7 

 
 



 

 

14. Explain copy constructor with example. OR  
 Demonstrate use of copy constructor with suitable example.  
 It is a constructor which copies the object of class into another object of same class.  

 It is used to initialize one object from another of the same type. 

 It Copy an object to pass it as an argument to a function. 

 It Copy an object to return it from a function. 

 Example: 
class point 
{  
 private: 
  int x; 
  int y; 
 public: 
  point( )                //default constructor 
  { 
   x=0; 
   y=0; 
  } 
  point(int x1,int y1)  //parameterized constructor 
  { 
   x=x1; 

y=y1; 
  } 
  point(point&  p)  //copy  constructor 
  { 
   x=p.x; 

y=p.y; 
  } 
  void putpoint( ) 
  { 
   cout<<”x=“<<x<<” y=”<<y<<endl; 
  } 
}; 
void main( ) 
{ 



 

 

 point p1; 
 p1.putpoint( ); 
  

point p2(5,7); 
 p2.putpoint( ); 

 
point p3(p2); //Using copy constructor   // implicit call 

 p3.putpoint( ); 
 

} 
 

Output: 
x=0 y=0 
x=5 y=7  
x=5 y=7 
 

 
15. Explain destructors with example. OR   

 Write a program to explain importance of destructor. 
 A destructor is used to destroy the objects that has been created by a constructor. 

 The destructor is the member function whose name is same as the class name but it is 
preceded by a tilde (~). 

 Syntax: 
~ integer( )  
{ 

//Body of the function 
} 

 A destructor never takes any argument. 

 It never returns any value. 

 It will be invoked (called) implicitly by the compiler upon exit from the program (block or 
function) to clean up memory storage. 

 Example: 
class integer 
{ 



 

 

 public: 
  integer()  // constructor 
  { 
   count++; 
   cout<<"\n No. of object created "<<count; 
  } 

~integer()  // destructor 
  { 
   cout<<"\n No. of object destroyed "<<count; 
   count--; 
  } 
}; 
void main() 
{ 
 cout<<"\n Enter Main"; 
 { 
 integer i1,i2; 
 { 
  cout<<"\n Enter Block 1"; 
  integer i3; 
 } 
 getch(); 
} 

 
16. What is inheritance? Describe the syntax of multilevel inheritance in C++.  

 Inheritance: “It is the process the by which object of one class derived (acquired) the                    
properties of object of another class.” 

 When a class is derived from another derived class then it is known as multilevel 
inheritance. 

 Figure: 

 



 

 

 
 Class A is called as Base Class for class B. Class B is called as Derived class for class A. 

 Also class B is called as base class for class C. And class C is called as derived class for class 
B. 

 Class B is called intermediate class. 

 Here, class B has its own members as well as derived members of class A. Class C has its 
own members as well as derived members of Class B. 

 Example of multilevel inheritance. 
class A 
{ 
 - - - - - 
 - - - - - 
}; 
 class B : public A 
{ 
 - - - - - 
 - - - - - 
}; 
class C : public B 
{ 
 - - - - - 
 - - - - - 
}; 

 
17. Explain public, private and protected access specifier with example.  

 Private:  
 It can be accessed only from within the same class. 
 They cannot be accessed outside the class. 
 Encapsulation is possible due to the private access modifier. 
 Only the member function of the class can access the private data member and the 

private member functions of the same class. 
 By default, the scope of the class members is private. 

 



 

 

 Public:  
 It can be accessed from outside the class also. 
 There are no restrictions for accessing public members of a class. 

 Protected:  
 The protected keyword specifies that members cannot be accessed from outside 

the class, however, they can be accessed in inherited classes. 

 
18. Demonstrate use of Multilevel Inheritance with suitable example.  

 Definition: When a class is derived from another derived class then it is known as 
multilevel inheritance. 

 Figure of multilevel inheritance given below: 

 
 

 In above figure, class A is called as Base Class for class B.  And class B is called as Derived 
class for class A. 

 Also class B is called as base class for class C. And class C is called as derived class for class 
B. 

 Class B is called intermediate class. 

 Here, class B has its own members as well as derived members of class A. And class C has 
its own members as well as derived members of Class B. 

 Example of multilevel inheritance. 
class A 
{  
 - - - - - 
 - - - - - 
}; 
 class B : public A 
{ 
 - - - - - 



 

 

 - - - - - 
}; 
class C : public B 
{ 
 - - - - - 
 - - - - - 
}; 

 Program: 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class student 
{ 

protected:  int enno; 
    char name[20]; 
public: void getdata() 
 { 

 cout<<"Enter enno and name:"; 
 cin>>enno>>name; 

 } 
 void show() 
 { 
  cout<<"enno:"<<enno<<"name:"<<name<<endl; 
 } 

}; 
class test : public student 
{ 

protected: int sub1,sub2; 
public: void getdata() 
   { 
    student::getdata(); 
  cout<<"Enter student marks:"; 
  cin>>sub1>>sub2; 
 } 
 void show() 
 { 
  student::show(); 
  cout<<"sub1:"<<sub1<<"sub2:"<<sub2<<endl; 



 

 

 } 
}; 
class result : public test 
{ 

protected:   int total; 
     float per; 

public: void show() 
    { 

 total=sub1+sub2; 
 per=(total/2)*100; 
 test::show(); 
 cout<<"total:"<<total<<endl; 
 cout<<"percentage:"<<per<<endl; 
} 

}; 
void main() 
{ 

result s1; 
s1.getdata(); 
s1.show(); 
getch(); 

} 
Output: 
Enter enno and name: 101 Raj 
Enter student marks: 70  60 
enno: 101 name: Raj 
sub1: 70  sub2: 60 
total:130  percentage:65 

19. Demonstrate use of Multiple Inheritance with suitable example.  
 A derived class with several base classes is called multiple inheritances. 

 In this, one derived class is derived from more than one base class. 

 



 

 

 In above figure, class A and class B is called as Base Class for class C.  And class C is called 
as Derived class for class A and class B. 

 Here, class C has its own members as well as members of class A and class B.  

 Using the object of derived class C we can call the members of derived class C as well as 
members of base class A  and  B. 

 Syntax of multiple  inheritance: 
class A 
{ 
 - - - - - 
}; 
class B 
{ 
 - - - - - 
}; 
class C : public B, public A 
{ 
 - - - - - 
}; 

 Program: 
#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class employee 
{ 
        protected: char name [20]; 
                          int emp_no; 
        public : 
                     void getdata() 
     { 
   cout<<”enter name and emp no:”; 
   cin>>name>>empno; 
     } 
    void show() 
    { 
   cout  <<”name”<<name<<”emp no:”<<emp_no; 
    } 
}; 



 

 

class education 
{ 
      protected:   char institute [20]; 
       char degree[15]; 
      public: 
                void getdata()  
      { 
   cout<<”enter institute and degree:”; 
   cin>>institute>>degree; 
       } 
       void show() 
      { 
   cout<<”institute:”<<institute<<”degree:”<<degree; 
      } 
}; 
class manager :  public employee , public education 
{ 
       protected:     char designation [20]; 
       public :      
             void getdata() 
         { 
    employee :: getdata(); 
    education :: getdata(); 
     
    cout <<”enter designation :”; 
    cin >> designation ; 
         }  
        void show() 

     { 
   employee :: show(); 
   education :: show(); 
   cout <<”designation :”<<designation; 

     } 
}; 
void main() 
{ 
 manager M; 



 

 

 M. getdata(); 
 M. show(); 
}; 
 

20. Explain virtual base class. OR  
 What is Virtual class and when does a class is declared virtual? 
 When two or more objects are derived from a common base class, then multiple copies of 

the base class are available in last derived class in hybrid inheritance as given in figure 
below. 

 To get only one copy of members of common base class, “virtual” keyword is used with 
common base class definition.  Such a base class is known as virtual base class.  

 This can be done in derived class definition by writing keyword “virtual”.  

                                               
 Example: 

class A  
{  
  public:  
       int i;  
}; 
class B : virtual public A  
{  
   public:  
       int j;  
}; 
class C: virtual public A  
{  
   public:  
       int k;  
}; 



 

 

class D: public B, public C  
{  
   public:  
       int sum;  
}; 
void  main()  
{  
   D ob;  
   ob.i = 10;    //only one copy of i is inherited.  
   ob.j = 20;  
   ob.k = 30;  
   ob.sum = ob.i + ob.j + ob.k;  
   cout << “Sum is : ”<< ob.sum <<”\n”;  
 
   } 
 
Output:      Sum is :60 
 

21. What is abstract class? How it is implemented in C++. 
 Abstract Class is a class which contains at least one Pure Virtual function in it.  

 Abstract classes are used to provide an Interface for its sub classes. 

 Abstract class can have normal functions and variables along with a pure virtual function. 

 Classes inheriting an Abstract Class must implement all pure virtual functions, otherwise 
they will also become Abstract. 

 Example: 
class Base  //Abstract class 
{ 
  public: 
      virtual void show() = 0;        //Pure Virtual Function   
}; 
class Derived: public Base 
{ 
   public: 

void show() 
     {  

cout << "Implementation of Virtual Function in Derived class";  



 

 

} 
    }; 
void  main() 
{ 

 Derived d; 
     d.show(); 
     return 0; 
} 

 
22. What is ‘this’ pointer? Explain it with example. 

 Definition: "A this pointer is automatically passed to a function when it is called." 

 Application of this pointer: 
 this pointer is used to represent an object that invokes a member function. 
 Access data member with this pointer like,  this->x=50; 
 this pointer is to return the object it points to like  return *this; 

 Example: Find the address of object of which it is member of class. 
 class test 
       { 
  private: int x; 
  public: void show() 
  { 
     cout<<"My object's address= "<<this;  
  } 
 }; 
 void main() 
 { 
  test b1,b2; 
  b1.show(); 
  b2.show(); 
 } 
output:  
  My object's address=0x7f4effec 
  My object's address=0x7f4effed 

 
 



 

 

 
23. What are virtual functions? Demonstrate it using a simple program. OR  

 Explain Virtual Function with suitable example.  
 Virtual Function 

When we use the same function name in both the base and derived classes, the function in 
base class is declared as virtual using the keyword virtual preceding its normal 
declaration. 

 Characteristics:  
1. It must be member of some class. 
2. It cannot be a static member. 
3. It can only accessed by pointers. 
4. It can be friend of another class. 
5. It must be defined in the base class. 
6. There is no virtual constructors, but we have virtual destructor.  

 
 Example: 

#include<iostream.h> 
#include<conio.h> 
class Base 
{ public: 
  virtual void show() 
  { 
   cout<<"I am Base class"<<endl; 
  } 
}; 
class Derv1 : public Base 
{ public: 
 void show() 
 { 
  cout<<"I am Derived 1 class"<<endl; 
 } 
}; 



 

 

class Derv2 : public Base 
{ public: 
 void show() 
 {  cout<<"I am Derived 2 class"<<endl; } 
}; 
void main() 
{ Base  *bprt; 
  int ch; 
 cout<<"\n 1. call function of  Derv1 class"; 
 cout<<"\n 2. call function of  Derv2 class"; 
 cout<<"\n Enter your choise"; 
 cin>>ch; 
 if(ch = =1) 
  bptr  = new derv1; 
 elseif(ch == 2) 
  bptr  =  new derv2; 
 bptr->show(); 
} 

24. Explain C++ Stream class hierarchy OR  
 Explain input and output streams in C++.  
   C++ Stream Class Hierarchy 

          



 

 

o ios class: 
• It provides the input & output facilities. 
• It contains a pointer to a buffer object. 

o istream class: 
• Inherits the properties of ios. 
• Declares input functions such as get( ), getline( ) and read( ) 
• Contains overloaded extraction operator  >> 

o ostream class: 
• Inherits the properties of ios. 
• Declares input functions such as put( ) and write( ) 
• Contains overloaded insertion operator  << 

o iostream class: 
• It inherits the properties of ios, istream and ostream through multiple inheritances 

and thus contains all the input and output functions. 
o streambuf: 

• Provides an interface to physical devices through buffers. 
• Acts as a base for filebuf class used ios files. 

 
25. Explain formatted outputs using width(), precision(), fill() and setf() with  

 suitable example.  
 Formatted Console I/O Operations 

o ios class functions and flags 
• The ios class contains a large number of member functions that would help us to 

format the output in a number of ways. 
• The ios format functions are: 

1. width( ) 
2. precision( ) 
3. fill( ) 

o width( ) function: 
• The width( ) function is used to define the width of the field for the output of an 

item. 
• syntax: 



 

 

cout.width(w); 
• Where w is the field width. The output will be printed in a field of w characters 

wide at the right end of the field. 
• The width ( ) function specify the field width for only one item.  
• Example: 

cout.width(5); 
cout<<253<<14; 

output will be:  

  
 

• Example: 
cout.width(5); 
cout<<253; 
cout.width(5); 
cout<<14; 

output will be:  

 
 

o precision( ) function: 
• we can specify the numbers of digits to be displayed after the decimal point while 

printing the floating-point numbers. 
• It can be done using the precision( ) member function. 
• Syntax: 

cout.precision(d); 
• Where d is the number of digits to the right of the decimal point.  
• Example: 

cout.precision(2); 
cout<< 15.2534<<endl; 
cout<< 5.4003<<endl; 
cout<< 12.224<<endl; 

output will be: 

           2 5 3 1 4 

           2 5 3    1 4 



 

 

15.25 
5.4 
12.22 

• The precision width is reset using the cout.precision(0); 
o fill( ) function: 

• When we print the values using much larger field with than required by the 
values. 

• By default, the unused positions of the field are filled with whitespaces. 
• However, we can use the fill( ) function to fill the unused positions by any desired 

character. 
• General Form: 

cout.fill(ch); 
• Example: 

cout.fill(‘*’); 
cout.width(5); 
cout<<25; 

Output will be: 

 

• Unlike, the width( ) function, the fill( ) function retains the setting in effect until it 
is reset. 
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